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The majority of these vehicles are sold as pickup truck or cab chassis variants, although they
could be configured in a variety of body styles. In North America, the popular option package,
the SR5 Sport Runabout 5-Speed , was colloquially used as a model name for the truck, even
though the option package was also used on other Toyota models, like the to Corolla. The Hilux
started production in March [4] as the RN10 in short-wheelbase form with a 1. In April , a
long-wheelbase version was added to the range. The short-wheelbase version also continued in
production for many more years. In spite of the name "Hilux", it was a luxury vehicle only when
compared to the Stout. The Hilux was engineered and assembled by Hino Motors to replace the
earlier vehicle that the Hilux was derived from, called the Briska [6] in the niche beneath the
larger and older Stout â€” it replaced the Stout fully in some markets. For the North American
market, the only body style was a regular cab short bed and all were rear-wheel drive. It used a
typical truck setup of A-arms and coil springs in front and a live axle with leaf springs in back. A
four-speed manual transmission was standard. In May , [4] the model year Hilux was introduced,
designated the RN The 2. The Hilux was radically redesigned in to be larger and with increased
standard equipment. In North America, the new version also meant the introduction of the
considerably larger 2. A five-speed manual transmission became optional. In North America, the
Hilux name was fully phased out in favour of "Truck" by that year, having been dropped from
brochures and advertising campaigns, starting in Some North American motor-coach
manufacturers began building Toyota motor-homes from the Hilux. The redesigned Hilux was
introduced in August , [4] with a 4WD variant introduced in January Another change was the
front suspension was changed from coil springs to a torsion bar design, still with a double
wishbone layout. Production of the four-wheel drive models stopped in July , but some 2WD
variations continued production in parallel with the next generation models. The Australian
market originally received the 1. In North American markets, the Hilux known as the pickup saw
the use of four-wheel drive. It had a solid front axle and leaf suspension. The body saw a
redesign that included single round headlights and a less complex body. This transfer case is
unique in that its low-range reduction portion can be replicated, using what some refer to as a
dual or triple transfer case. This results in a much lower overall gear ratio. In , a vehicle
development agreement was established between Toyota, Winnebago Industries and two other
aftermarket customisers. The vehicles which resulted from this collaboration were the Trekker
Winnebago , Wolverine, and the Trailblazer Griffith. The August redesign sold as model year
vehicles in North America introduced the Xtracab extended cab option, with six inches of space
behind the seat for in-cab storage. These models carried over the carbureted 22R engine while
model year also saw the introduction of the fuel injected 22R-E engine. Two diesel engines were
also offered, the 2L and the turbocharged 2L-T. The engines were discontinued in the U. The
next year saw the introduction of a turbocharged option, the 22R-TE , perhaps due to increasing
competition from Nissan who already offered a V6 truck at this time. The solid front axle would
remain in the 5th generation 4x4 LN model until Solid front axles had been present in all 4x4
Toyota models until In late for the model year, the truck went through a minor interior and
exterior redesign, that included a new grille, a new 1 piece front bumper, an updated interior
with full high door panels with faux leather stitching on the base and DLX models, the gauge
cluster surround was more rounded and featured faux leather stitching on it, the dash pad
featured a shorter tray than earlier models, the steering wheels were changed from black to
gray, red, brown, or blue depending on the interior color, the radio bezel was also color
matched to the rest of the interior, the SR-5 tach gauge clusters had the pattern on the face
changed from a grid pattern to horizontal lines, the outside door mirrors were also changed to
have a more stream lined appearance, the faceplate for the heater controls was also redesigned.
A V6 engine was introduced in The Hilux-based 4Runner which made its entry in Australia,
North America and the United Kingdom was based on this generation of the Hilux; in some
other markets, such as Japan, it was called the Hilux Surf. Toyota introduced a new generation
of the Hilux in most markets in late but the fourth generation remained in production until in
South Africa. The company quoted that this was due to South African "content laws" which
made it cheaper to continue the production of the fourth generation of the Hilux, rather than to
retool the plant for the fifth generation model. Its one-piece cargo-box walls eliminated the
rust-prone seams that were found in earlier models. The Xtra Cabs now featured more room
behind the front seats than the last generation which allowed optional jump-seats for rear
passengers, a feature more in line with competitors of the time. The Hilux received a minor
facelift in for the model year , which was a grille change incorporating the new Toyota emblem
that had been recently adopted. It was during this generation that Toyota discontinued the Hilux
in the United States, replacing it with the new Tacoma for the model year. Volkswagen built and
marketed the Hilux under the Volkswagen Taro name from February to March A wide range of
models were available excluding the Crew Cab model available internationally , mixing four- and

six-cylinder engines, long and short beds, regular and Xtracabs, manual and automatic
transmissions, and two- or four-wheel drive. However, some trucks sold in the United States
during the through model years were still manufactured in Japan as not all versions were built
in California. While the fifth generation Hilux continued to be sold elsewhere in the world until ,
in North America it was replaced by the new Tacoma after an abbreviated model year. The Hilux
received a minor design update for the model year and the addition of a few more engine
options. The Hilux was then facelifted in for the model year. In , Toyota ceased production of the
Hilux truck for the Japanese market. This was the last generation of the Hilux to be built in
Japan. For sales in Bolivia, Chile, Paraguay, Peru, it was imported from Japan from through
petrol engined 2. This model was not sold in Argentina or Brazil because the fifth-generation
Hilux had received a redesign and upgrade. Options for South American markets included:.
Toyota shifted production from the Hilux Mighty-X fifth generation to the Hilux Tiger sixth
generation in the late s and made it the global export hub. The Thailand-made Hilux Tiger went
through the following versions:. Toyota introduced a mid-size SUV variant of the Hilux in The
variant called the Sport Rider was sold only in Thailand. Based on the Hilux, both in style and
underpinnings, it is similar in concept to the Toyota 4Runner â€”however, the Sport Rider is not
a rebadged 4Runner. The Sport Rider's frame and suspension system are derived from the
Hilux, including the Hilux's independent front suspension and leaf-sprung rear suspension. The
vehicles were distributed by Toyota Tsusho Thailand, the importer of Toyota forklifts. Toyota
discontinued the Sport Rider in and replaced it with the Toyota Fortuner in The Hilux increased
in size and began to be classified as a mid-size pickup truck. Hilux models sold in Asian,
European, Middle Eastern and Oceanian markets were initially built and assembled in Thailand.
Later, production was delegated to Malaysia and Southeast Asia in order to increase sales in
those regions. The double cab model has an automatic transmission. In Singapore, the Hilux
was available as a single cab with the 2. Notable fleet customers include private taxi operators,
for whom the double cab model offers additional load space versatility, the Singapore Police
Force , Pakistan Police Force , Syrian Police Force and the Royal Bhutan Police Force ; all of
which employ the Hilux as a patrol vehicle. This generation of the Hilux was introduced for
Argentina on 2 March in Buenos Aires with a market launch in April. Because of a modified rear
suspension, the truck is registered in Finland as a light truck. The OX was only available with a
3. Toyota has introduced a left hand drive Hilux Vigo in August while a right hand drive
facelifted model was introduced in September These facelifted models were introduced in the
Philippines in October Toyota also introduced a four-door rear access system called "Smart
Cab" to replace all Xtra Cab models in E and G grade. The Smart Cab models were developed in
Thailand and were only sold in the Thai market. The Hilux Vigo "Champ" was introduced in
Thailand in August as a significant "minor change" with a new front design and a revamped
interior to reinforce perceived luxury. The front was redesigned from the A pillar forwards. With
the exception of the doors, roof and tailgate, everything else was new: new guards, new
headlights, new bumper, new bonnet, new three-bar grille, new taillights, a new rear bumper and
new badges. There were also new mirrors and new alloy wheel designs. The interior features a
new upper dashboard design with a new horizontal center instrument cluster. Perceived quality
was improved through the adoption of uniformly darker finishes with greater color consistency
throughout the interior. This minor update upgraded the emission standard to Euro 4, updated
the four-speed automatic transmission to five-speed, upgraded power rating of the 3. Other
changes included a more efficient fuel injection system and the addition of a center headrest on
the rear double cab seat. The eighth generation of the Toyota Hilux was officially introduced
simultaneously on 21 May in Bangkok, Thailand and Sydney, Australia. However, the pickup
truck was available for sale in the showrooms from October, 5 months after its official
introduction. This design continues into the interior with similar AC vents and center fascia
design. This generation has Toyota's first autonomous emergency braking AEB. The modified
suspension means that the truck is registered as a light truck in Finland, leading to lower taxes.
The Hilux was re-introduced in Japan on 12 September , after 13 years of hiatus. As a mid-size
pickup truck, the Hilux exceeds the Japanese governing regulations for the vehicle size
dimensions, thus Japanese buyers are liable to higher taxes compared to passenger cars.
Nevertheless, the initial orders for the vehicle exceeded 2, in the first month of sales. It features
an updated front grille styling similar to the North American market Tacoma and an updated
front bumper with LED fog lights. A new variant was introduced in the Thai market called the
"Hilux Revo Rocco". The Rocco has a grey rear bumper bar, inch alloy wheels with all-terrain
tyres, a black sports bar with bed liner, Rocco insignia, gloss black grille, black metallic trim on
the interior along with a redesigned instrument cluster. The engine and safety features for the
Rocco remain unchanged. The facelifted model was introduced in Malaysia as Hilux L-Edition in
In the Philippines, the facelift model was introduced in February This facelift model is only

available for the new top-of-the-line 'Conquest' variant. The second facelift model received
revised front and rear fascias with LED headlamps and tail-lamps, and redesigned inch alloy
wheels. The power and torque figures for 2. The Hilux has often been described as having a
high level of durability and reliability during sustained heavy use or even abuse. In the later
series 8 , episode 3, a Hilux was chosen by Jeremy Clarkson as his platform for creating an
amphibious vehicle though by the end of that episode the Hilux failed to start , and in the Top
Gear: Polar Special Clarkson and James May raced a specially modified model Hilux to the
magnetic north pole from Northern Canada â€” making the truck the first motor vehicle to make
it to the magnetic north pole. Despite being discontinued in Japan prior to , the Hilux has been
popularly grey-imported throughout private importers. This fact, along with the existing Hilux
users' requests, propelled Toyota to revive the Hilux in Japan after it had been discontinued 13
years earlier. Driver Giniel de Villiers achieved third place in the , second place overall in the ,
4th in the , and again second place in the These however, were heavily modified non-production
versions built around a custom racing-only tubular chassis and using a larger capacity Toyota
V8 engine. Giniel achieved third place with it in , 5th in , 3rd in and 9th in Due to its durability
and reliability, the Toyota Hilux, along with the larger Toyota Land Cruiser , has become popular
among militant groups in war-torn regions as a technical. It's ubiquitous to insurgent warfare.
The s Toyota War between Libya and Chad was so named because of the heavy, very
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with my purchase. Fitment was perfect, quality is better and the order was processed and
shipped fast. They also gave me some candy with my purchase. Ill be picking up so more
product soon. Close menu. Log in Create account. Let customers speak for us from reviews.
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featured a fabric roof. It never reached the production stage. The super car has horsepower at 8,
rpm and creates lbs. It is equipped with a 4-cylinder Inline-4 engine. The VM is a concept sports
car made by Toyota in It was shown at the Geneva Motor Show. It is based on the Toyota MR2.
The ES 3 was not made into a production vehicle but the technology was used in the Raum in
under the name of Toyota Eco-Plastic. The Toyota Pod was a concept car created by Toyota in
collaboration with Sony. The Pod was unique as it was designed with artificial intelligence
systems built in to make the car appear more personal. The Pod was much like a living being
due to the artificial intelligence programmed into it. It featured a screen inside with
Sony-created software running on it, capable of creating shopping lists and running music and

radio. The car could also judge the attitude and mood of the driver based on their reactions and
how they are driving, and could offer advice on how to improve their current mood. The seats
inside are like stools which could freely spin and rotate. On the exterior, the Pod could express
its own feelings with coloured LEDs - red for anger, yellow for happy, blue for sad - and an
antenna that wags, much like a dog's tail. The Pod was designed as a " car of the future " and
hence was never put into production. The Pod was featured in the game Gran Turismo Concept
and had an exclusive race to itself. A new track - using segments from the Clubman Stage
Route 5 course - was created which involved 6 Pods driving through the pitlane backwards
before stopping in a special area for several seconds before being allowed to resume racing.
The RSC was designed by Calty as a 'pure concept vehicle', with no intention to go into
production but to 'connect emotionally with young buyers'. Through leasing programs in the US
and Japan, it was the first to be commercialised. The Toyota Matrix Sport is a sport wagon made
by Toyota in The concept is based on the first generation Matrix. Toyota used a feature called
Glass Vision , which is a full width, dash mounted screen which offers entertainment and
navigational functions to both driver and passenger. The body was made from fibreglass, with
carbon fibre panels and numerous air scoops leading to the engine bay. The front took style
cues from Toyota's Formula 1 car, having a pointed nose and a front wing close to the ground
with Formula 1 style wing-lets in front of semi-exposed tyres. The rear mirror was replaced with
a camera. The ccX combines the styling of a sporty coupe with the cargo capability of a
light-duty SUV. Designed in Japan and built in Italy , ccX features strong sweeping lines, sharp
surface edges, a tall sloping roofline, rounded front and rear contours, two large power
sunroofs, and a vertical glass rear panel, that can be retracted into the bumper. Inside, ccX
features a metal-and-rubber waterproof floor that includes four drain plugs for easy cleaning
and see-through bucket seats, as well as mesh netting that can comfortably accommodate four
passengers. A blue instrument cluster is mounted in the center of the dash for reduced driver
fatigue and better visibility, and a seven-inch multi-display monitor displays DVD, navigation,
and audio functions. Powering the front-wheel-drive ccX is a 2. It entered production as the
Lexus RX. The hybrid system power unit comprises a 3. The 4. A custom independent rear
suspension was made and the front suspension was modified for increased travel. It utilizes a
hybrid system combining electric motors to drive the front wheels, and a combination of a
petrol engine and electric motors powering the rear. It is the first Toyota vehicle to have the
feature Toyota Space Touch , a system in which the driver "touches" holographic projections to
control other systems e. The Toyota PM is a single seat concept vehicle built by Toyota around
the idea of personal mobility. Multiple vehicles can communicate with each other to encourage
"meeting, linking and hanging out together". It had a high roof, a low, flat floor and the door slid
back on rails so that even disabled passengers could enter. The front passenger seat could be
folded up and slid forward under the dash to make even more room for wheel chairs or cargo.
The X-Runner was based on the Avalon , using the Avalon's front cabin, front sheet metal
except the grill and mechanicals. The front suspension kept the MacPherson struts from the
Avalon with upgraded brakes and 19" wheels. The rear suspension was modified from the
Tarago 4WD. The hybrid system uses a Lithium-ion battery under the seats. Control is by
drive-by-wire. The Alessandro Volta is a concept car developed in the collaboration of the
Japanese manufacturer Toyota and the Italian design company Italdesign Giugiaro. The car had
scissor doors and was built on a carbon fibre chassis and it featured 3 seats with the driver
seated in the middle and the passengers on the sides behind the driver. It features a
four-wheel-drive hybrid electric powertrain of the Lexus RX h which combines a 3. It uses
drive-by-wire controls. The Toyota i-foot is a personal walking robot for disabled people, made
in It s driving with a joystick, and can reach speeds of only 1. The car is able t lower its
egg-shaped capsule up and down, as well as raising the head rest. The MTRC is a response to
the youth's cultural interests, such as mobile phones, video games, computers and internet
play. Power is provided by Toyota's hydrogen fuel cells. These provide electricity to four wheel
hub motors. Each wheel also features electronically controlled suspension and sensors,
allowing each wheel to maximise grip and to use the correct amount of torque for the current
road conditions. The open cockpit requires the driver to wear a helmet - which has an internal
head-up display. The MTRC is available in the videogame Gran Turismo 4 ; a special demo
version based on Gran Turismo 4 Prologue , which also featured the then-recent Toyota Prius ,
provided a simulation of the head-up display system, which was not included in the final game.
It is based on the Toyota Camry Hybrid , and came out in It was designed and made in Paris. Its
major features are the stylistic changes and the supercharged 1MZ-FE engine. The Toyota Endo
is a concept car made in It can seat 4 passengers and luggage. It was displayed at the Frankfurt
Motor Show of this urban-friendly car. The car is meant to overcome typical city
problems-shortage of space, emissions and traffic congestion. The Endo is only 3 m long, 1.

The rear seats can be rotated in several different directions. The Fine-X uses a fuel cell hybrid
system which drives four independent motors - one in each wheel. It can make perfect U-turns
and park very easily, thanks to its independent four-wheel steering. The Fine-X uses gull-wing
doors , which are said to make it easier to get in and out of the car, however cannot be opened
in a rollover accident. The powered seats can rotate and shift sideways through the gull-wing
door openings. The third row bench seat could be set to hold two more passengers. The rear
seat backrest could also be folded down to make a long deck at lower cushion height. Lastly,
the rear seat backrest could be left upright and the lower cushions could be electrically
retracted into the cargo area to make a deep cargo space. The Toyota i-swing is a robot to help
people move. It was introduced in The F3R has three rows of seats with three doors on either
side. The front and middle doors open normally but the rear door opens in the opposite
direction. There is no pillar between the middle and rear doors, so the openings are very large.
The right and centre seats in middle row fold flat into the floor and the remaining left hand seat
can be fully reclined to make a sideways-facing bench seat. Toyota claims the design of this
concept car points to the future direction of the Toyota Prius. According to interior designer
Laurent Bouzige , the Hybrid X is supposed to be a very sensory experience, and the ambiance
is linked to the passengers' sight, sound, touch, and smell senses. Interior surfaces have a
variety of light effects, textures and even fragrance from a perfume diffuser. The drive-by-wire
steering pad has a touch screen and there is another screen in the centre of the dashboard to
show vehicle information and to set minor controls. The rear seats can each be turned 12
degrees left or right to help passengers look inwards or outwards. Motive power is by a plug-in
hybrid with batteries under the floor. A volt AC socket is provided to power accessories. The
rear seats can be rotated to look backwards through the rear hatch. The boot is a removable
module which can be replaced with other modules. If no module is used then the small cargo
deck can be used to carry items such as surfboards. The rear hatch can not be opened when
the rear deck is in use or if a module is in place. The vehicle was designed to promote relaxation
and healthiness. It has received much media attention for its odd design and its steering wheel,
which changes colour depending on the driver's mood. The concept features four seats
accessed by two large sliding doors, and windows made of green glass, designed to reduce
ultraviolet and infra-red light. It was reported that the car was inspired by a milkfloat. A Toyota
press release stated that "the RiN focuses on increased comfort and serene, healthy living.
Through their relationship to the vehicle, drivers are encouraged to reevaluate themselves and,
furthermore, to turn their attention to society and nature, producing a healthy rhythm for both
mind and body. It is a petrol -electric hybrid vehicle utilizing plug-in technology. The engine is
cc and sits under the rear two of four seats, driving the rear wheels. Toyota envisions the car to
be made of seaweed in the future. Calty Design Research designed the concept and suggests
that it could fill the place of the Toyota Supra. The A-BAT measures On 22 September , the
website PickupTrucks. The article also stated that Toyota had cancelled production of a Tundra
diesel truck. Although Toyota later denied official confirmation of the Tundra's cancellation, no
mention was made denying the statement regarding the A-BAT. Sources say that a production
version of the concept will likely have a four-cylinder engine as an option, as well as a
four-cylinder hybrid engine. The exterior is sculpted to create angular lines, punctuated by the
LED lights. Inside, appointments are high-class, with reclining leather seats for the second row.
Soft ambient lighting fills the spacious interior. Up front, a big computer screen lets drivers
control vehicle functions. It was available through a leasing program in Japan from 11
September Unveiled on 1 August , it was not offered for consumer sale. Toyota tested the
devices in the third quarter of at a Japanese airport and a seaside resort. The hybrid electric
vehicle HEV was introduced in It runs on a 2. Two of the iQ's seats were removed to make room
for the battery packs. Toyota plans to start selling the FT-EV in A pair of linked joysticks each
joystick duplicating the other control acceleration, braking and steering using drive-by-wire.
Motor Trend reported the production version of Scion iQ would begin in North America in late
for the model year, or in early for the model year. The air bags will be recalibrated for unbelted
and out-of-position occupants and the bumpers will be slightly extended. The vehicle consists
of many design cues from the earlier FT-HS concept. It features a 2. It is expected that the
Toyota and Subaru versions will be styled similarly on the outside, with the Subaru version
getting different head and tail lights and a different hood. It has a 2. According to chief engineer
Tetsuya Tada, the unique shoujyouhi red colour was based on the colour of a Japanese monkey
's backside. On 2 September , British car magazine AutoExpress [] reported the Subaru model
will feature an all-wheel-drive drivetrain as opposed to the salient feature of rear-wheel drive for
the Toyota-badged model. They claimed the Subaru model's all-wheel-drive system would have
a rear-wheel bias, improving handling. The flat-four, longitudinal engine layout would also be
fully coherent with the model policy and mechanical characteristics of all Subaru cars of the

past 30 years. More recent reporting indicates the Subaru version will not have the advantage of
turbocharging to give it the power necessary for sporting performance. It may not have
all-wheel drive. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Toyota concept
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